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	enterFactsOfCase: The firm is in the business of providing video production services. The individual provided his services for the firm for the years 2004 through 2014 as a video editor and the monies he received for the services he provided were reported on Forms 1099-MISC.  The worker was interviewed and hired after winning a contest he entered for an editor position.  He received instructions regarding standard operating procedures and editing sequencing. He received instruction on formatting wedding videos, submitting reports and working with on line templates.  His responsibilities included providing editorial services and shooting videos for the firm’s clients.  The worker attended staff meetings and workshops, to discuss updated policies and procedures. The firm provided the worker with all the job assignments and included him in emails regarding meetings and tutorials.  The firm stated the worker received his work assignments from the firm on a hard drive.  He logged into the firm’s online system and reported his progress on assigned projects.  The worker was required to complete and submit contact client reports, phone reports, and a log of hours worked on projects.  Both the firm and the worker stated he was able to provide these services from his own home.  He provided these services from his home and it was understood that he would provide these services personally.  The worker stated that the firm determined the methods in which the assignments were performed.  If problems or complaints arose as a result of the services, the firm was responsible for problem resolution.  The firm stated the worker determined the methods in which the assignments were performed.  There were meetings to discuss updates, policies, and progress and the worker stated he was encouraged to attend.  All work produced was reviewed by the firm and the firm’s client and the product was the property of the firm.   The worker stated the firm provided the hard drives and the music licenses used for videos. The firm stated that the worker supplied his computer and software.  The worker received an hourly wage when he first started and then he was paid hourly and per job assignments.  The worker did not need to purchase or lease any significant equipment used in providing his services.  The worker was compensated for travelling time.  The worker stated that the firm determined the level of payment and the firm’s clients paid the firm directly.   The worker stated he signed a contract when he was hired which stated that he could not provide similar services for competitors.  He stated he was compensated hourly and provided his services on the firm’s premises.  Both the firm and the worker maintained that the worker had his own website and provided his services from his home. The firm stated that because he provided similar services for others and maintained his own website that they believed him to be an independent contractor. He did not advertise his services to maintain a business of a similar nature while providing his services for the firm.  All work produced by the worker was returned to the firm and the firm’s clients and was property of the firm.  The worker provided his services under the firm’s business name and he stated he was represented as the firm’s employee.   Either party retained the right to terminate the relationship without incurring penalty or liability; in fact, the relationship ended when the worker resigned.   
	enterAnalysis: The firm instructed the worker regarding the performance of his services.  A worker who is required to comply with another person’s instructions about when, where, and how he is to work is ordinarily an employee.  This control factor is present if the person or persons for whom the services are performed have the right to require compliance with instructions.  Some employees may work without receiving instructions because they are highly proficient and conscientious workers or because the duties are so simple or familiar to them.  Furthermore, the instructions, that show how to reach the desired results, may have been oral and given only once at the beginning of the relationship.  The firm retained the right, if necessary to protect their business interest, to determine or change the methods used by the worker to perform his assignments. The worker rendered his services personally.  If the services must be rendered personally, presumably the person or persons for whom the services are performed are interested in the methods used to accomplish the work as well as in the results.  The worker provided his services under the firm’s supervision. The firm stated that the worker provided similar services for others and maintained his own website and believed him to be an independent contractor. It is possible for a person to work for a number of people or firms concurrently and be an employee of one or all of them.  Although the worker provided editing services for others, it was understood that the firm had preferred call.  The worker provided services for the firm in the firm’s name and did not perform his services in the name of his own business. He did not have a financial investment in the firm’s business and could not have incurred a business profit or business loss.  The worker provided his services under the firm’s name, for the firm’s clients, and his work was integrated into the firm’s business.  The above facts do not reflect a business presence for the worker, but rather, strongly reflect the firm’s business. Based on the common-law principles, the firm had the right to direct and control the worker.  The worker shall be found to be an employee for Federal tax purposes



